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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach for visual object clas-
sification. Based on Gestalt theory, we propose to extract features from
coarse regions carrying visually significant information such as line seg-
ments and/or color and to include neighborhood information in them.
We also introduce a new classification method based on the polynomial
modeling of feature distribution which avoids some drawbacks of a pop-
ular approach, namely “bag of keypoints”. Moreover we show that by
separating features extracted from different sources in different “chan-
nels”, which are then combined using a late fusion strategy, we can limit
the impact of feature dimensionality and actually improve classification
accuracy. Using this classifier, experiments reveal that our features lead
to better results than the popular SIFT descriptors, but also that they
can be combined with SIFT features to reinforce performance, suggesting
that our features managed to extract information which is complemen-
tary to the one of SIFT features.

1 Introduction

Generic visual object classification is one of the most challenging topics in com-
puter vision. Indeed the number of real world object types as well as variations
in view, imaging, lighting and occlusion pose serious problems in this domain.
Furthermore we must add to this the difficulty induced by intra-class variations,
typical of semantic classes of everyday objects. As such it has attracted a lot of
attention in the past years [1].

1.1 Related Work

Most works in the literature make use of a “bag of features” kind of approach
[2,3] which tries to adapt the “bag-of-words” representation for text catego-
rization to “Visual Object Categorization” (VOC) problem and has shown its
effectiveness, obtaining the best performance in Pascal VOC contest [1]. These
methods view images as an orderless distribution of local image features, typi-
cally using the popular SIFT features [4], extracted from salient image regions,
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called interest “points” [4,5,6] or more simply from points extracted using a grid
[7]. The set of these local features is then characterized by a histogram of “visual
keywords” from a visual vocabulary which is learned from the training set by
a hard assignment (quantization) or a soft assignment through GMMs. These
distributions can thus be compared to estimate the similarities between images
and categorized through a machine learning process, for instance SVM.

Although the “bag-of-local features” approach has achieved the best perfor-
mance in the last Pascal VOC contests, the overall performance, with an average
precision around 60% over 20 classes achieved by the best classifier, is still far
from real application-oriented requirements. In particular, the size of visual vo-
cabulary which is the basis of this approach is hard to be fixed as there are no
evident similar concepts in images as compared to a textual document. The ba-
sic problem is that the “bag-of-local features” approach, while adapting the best
practice from text categorization, does not necessarily correspond to a human
visual perception process which is ruled by some Gestalt principles according to
several studies on visual perception [8,9] and supposed to perform a holistic anal-
ysis combined with a local one through a fusion process. Moreover, the schemes
so far proposed in the literature for automatic generic visual object classifica-
tion also suffer from well-known machine learning problems, namely the curse
of dimensionality when increasing feature vector size which leads to exponential
learning complexity as well as a small and biased training dataset, in particular
with an imbalanced ratio of positives versus negative samples.

1.2 Our Approach

Our basic hypothesis is that effective visual object classification should be in-
spired by some basic human image interpretation principles. In this paper we
propose overcoming the shortfalls of the popular “bag-of-local features” approach
and make use of some basic principles from the Gestalt theory, especially the well
known Gestalt laws of Perceptual Organization which suggest both the grouping
of pixels into homogeneous regions as well as the interaction between regions.

Desolneux et al. have given in [10] a comprehensive introduction to Gestalt
theory in an image analysis perspective. Gestalt theory starts with the assump-
tion of active grouping laws in visual perception which recursively cluster basic
primitives into a new, larger visual object, a gestalt. These grouping laws fol-
low criterion such as spatial proximity, color similarity. They also highlight the
interaction between regions.

We feel that the popular “bag of features” like approaches, while ignoring these
principles, deprive themselves of meaningful information. Thus, instead of SIFT
like local features, we propose some region-based meaningful features extracted
from image regions with neighborhood information. These features result from
perceptually significant “Gestalts” segmented according to some basic Gestalt
grouping laws. Moreover, we propose using visually meaningful features, such as
color and line segment based features which we extend to provide information
from neighboring regions. Our goal is to compare the use of these region based
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features with the popular SIFT features but also to check the efficiency of the
combination of them to evaluate their complementarities.

We also propose a polynomial representation to model image feature distri-
bution. Its interest is 3-fold. We can circumvent the difficulty of fixing the size
of visual vocabulary, avoid the inaccurate assumption of Gaussian repartition of
features and finally cope with a smaller number of feature vectors per image.

Finally, we also study and compare two fusion strategies, namely early fusion
and late fusion. Experiments carried out show that our features can be combined
with SIFT features using fusion strategy to provide better overall performance,
especially in the case of using late fusion strategy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe our
Gestalt-inspired region segmentation algorithm and the extraction of region-
based features. Section 3 introduces our classification method while section 4
contains experimental results and discussion. Section 5 concludes the paper while
depicting some future research directions.

2 Region Segmentation and Region-Based Features

In this section, we first introduce our Gestalt-inspired region segmentation scheme
[11] and then our color and segment-based features extracted from the region map
by our segmentation scheme.

2.1 Gestalt-Inspired Region Segmentation

The principle of our region segmentation algorithm is to segment an image into
partial gestalts for further visual object recognition. These partial gestalts are
significant regions within the image satisfying some grouping laws. The segmen-
tation result should have some robustness against the color variation from one
image to another. We thus made use of the following Gestalt basic grouping laws
in our gestalt construction process: color constancy law, similarity law, vicinity

Fig. 1. Evolution of MSE between quantized colors and original colors
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law and finally good continuation law. Because those laws are defined between
regions and their context, at each step we assess the possibility to merge accord-
ing to global information.

The segmentation is first based on color clustering making use of color con-
stancy law but also it includes an extra post-processing step to ensure spatial
consistency of the regions. In practice, our segmentation scheme is a 3-step pro-
cess. First we filter the image for robustness to noise and reduce color depth
by grouping perceptually similar colors. In the second step we use an iterative
algorithm to determine a good color count which limits the quantization error.
Indeed, quantization error can be measured by MSE between original and quan-
tized color distribution as illustrated in Fig. 1, which clearly shows a sharp MSE
rise when the number of color clusters is beyond a threshold. By performing
several fast coarse clustering operations using Neural Gas algorithm [12], which
is fast and less sensitive to initialization than its counterparts such as K-means,
a target color cluster count is fixed at the number leading to a double MSE
value of the one corresponding to 200 color clusters. We then use hierarchical
ascendant clustering to achieve segmentation. The third step consists in splitting
spatially unconnected regions, merging similar regions and constraining segmen-
tation coarseness. Merging of similar regions is achieved through the use of the
squared Fisher’s distance as (1) (used for a similar task in [13]). Where ni, μi,
σ2

i are respectively the number of pixels, the average color and the variance of
colors within region i.

D(R1, R2) =
(n1 + n2)(μ1 − μ2)2

n1σ2
1n2σ2

2
. (1)

Sample segmentation results on some Pascal challenge dataset images can be
seen on Fig. 2. As we can see, we have original images at the first row having
very different color distribution. The image on the left has very few colors, the
middle one has very contrasted colors while the image on the right contains many
colors. Our Gestalt-inspired segmentation algorithm has automatically adapted
its segmentation process, producing significant partial gestalts.

Fig. 2. Sample Segmented Images
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2.2 Region-Based Features

Two kinds of features are used in this work for the purpose of image classifica-
tion: color features and segment-based features. Region based color features aim
at capturing a coarse perception of partial gestalts. They are defined by color
moments (mean, variance and skewness) [14] for each color channel in CIELch
color space. CIELch was chosen in our work as variant of Lab color space as
in (2), which best fits to the human perception [15]. These features are quite
compact and have proven as efficient as a high dimension histogram [16].

LLch = LLab c =
√

a2 + b2 h = arctan
b

a
. (2)

The segment-based features aim on the other hand at capturing some textu-
ral and geometrical properties of partial gestalts. They rely on a fast connective
Hough transform (FCHT) [17] that quickly detects segments within an image.
Once all segments identified by FCHT, they are distributed to the regions. Our
segment-based features, a simple histogram combining length and orientation,
are then computed as follows. We first divide lengths by the longest segment’s
length and then compute an average orientation so that all angles can be ex-
pressed with respect to it. We therefore obtain a feature that is invariant to
translation, scale and rotation. The size of the histograms was experimentally
determined and set to 6 bins for orientation and 4 for length.

Finally in order to include neighborhood information, our color and segment-
based features are expressed at four levels: original region, region+neighbors,
region+neighbors+neighbor’s neighbors, etc. Those levels are concatenated in
the final feature vector. This is a basic way to integrate spatial relationship but
also to include global information in each feature vector because on most images
the fourth level will represent features extracted over the whole image.

3 Polynomial Image Modeling and Classification

We now turn to the problem of image modeling and classification. The basic
problem is that the number of feature vectors as we propose to extract in the
previous section can vary from one image to another, typically depending upon
the number of segmented gestalts whereas machine-based learning schemes re-
quire a same data size for the classification. In the popular “bag-of-features”
approach, one deals this problem by computing a kind of histogram for each
image on the basis of a “visual vocabulary”. This “visual vocabulary” is built
using learning dataset either through a clustering algorithm on the set of fea-
ture vectors or the use of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The drawbacks of
such an approach are twofold. On the one hand, the optimal size of this visual
vocabulary is hard to be fixed as there is no easy intuitive counterpart in image
compared to keywords in text document. On the other hand, when a GMM is
used for a soft assignment, the number of parameters along with the number of
Gaussians can quickly lead to the problem of “curse of dimensionality” [18].
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Instead of building a “visual vocabulary”, we propose here a simple polynomial
modeling to characterize the visual content represented by the set of feature
vectors extracted in the previous section. Moreover, we also propose to study
several fusion strategies for a better image classification accuracy.

3.1 Polynomial Modeling Based Image Representation

In order to represent the visual content of an image characterized by a set of
feature vectors, we propose to consider the distribution of values in each compo-
nent of these feature vectors and to model such a distribution (histogram) by a
simple polynomial. The coefficients of these polynomials will then be considered
as the feature vector characterizing the visual content of an image.

The polynomial model for a given feature histogram is computed as follows.
Given the set D of histogram values D = {(x1, y1), ..., (xM , yM )} (M is the num-
ber of values), a polynomial f(x) of degree N , described by its set of coefficients
P = {p1, p2, ...pn+1}, is computed to interpolate the data, by fitting f(xi) to yi in
a least squares sense. Thus, vector P can be used to characterize the distribution
D. An example is given in Fig. 3. Once the distribution of each component from
the feature set has been modeled thanks to a polynomial, a new image feature
vector Q is produced by concatenating the coefficients of all polynomials.

Fig. 3. (a) Histogram for one component of the image feature set. (b) A polynomial
curve models the histogram in (a)

Assuming that our feature vector has L components and each component is
modeled by a polynomial of degree N , then the vector Q has a dimension of
(N + 1) ∗ L, which generally ranges from hundreds to thousands. A vector of
such high dimensionality used for classification can also lead to the “curse of
dimensionality” [18]. Consequently, we further reduce the dimension using a fea-
ture selection method. While there exist several such methods in the literature
[19], we have chosen the canonical discriminant analysis [20] as it is fast and en-
ables an efficient feature dimension reduction by producing a new representation
space which distinguishes the best the different classes. In most cases, we obtain
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K −1 axes with the number of classes K. Thus with the help of this method, the
overall feature vector Q becomes a much more simplified vector which is called
in the subsequent polynomial modeling based image representation.

3.2 Classification and Fusion Strategies

Given an image to classify, we first characterize its visual content by extracting
a set of feature vectors as proposed in section 2. However, other feature vectors,
such as for instance SIFT, can also be used in our polynomial modeling and the
subsequent classification process. Upon these feature vectors, our polynomial
modeling based image representation is computed, leading to a single global
feature vector for the input image. This new single global feature vector is then
fed to a classifier beforehand trained or a set of such classifiers if a fusion strategy
is applied, to judge whether this image contains a specified object. Any classifier,
such as SVM or Neural networks, can be used for categorization of such an image
representation. In our current experiments, we have chosen a simple multilayer
perceptron for its ability to draw complex separating class border.

Fig. 4. (a) General scheme for early fusion (b) General scheme for late fusion

A fusion strategy can be applied when there exist several data sources in
a classification process as for instance in video data analysis which can rely
on both visual channel and audio one [21]. In our case, descriptors of different
natures, such as SIFT, Region based Color Moments (RCM) and Region based
Histogram of Segments (RHS), are extracted from an image. These descriptors
can be considered as complementary modalities whose fusion can lead to a better
accuracy in a classification process. Several fusion strategies can be applied:
an early fusion is obtained when grouping all the features together and fed
into a single classifier whereas a late fusion is to make use of “channels” with
a separate classifier for each kind of features, the outputs of these classifiers
being merged later [21] in a process similar to boosting [22]. Between these two
strategies, there exist many intermediate strategies which consist in generating
intermediate classes from different sources and to take a final decision based
on these intermediate classes. In our current experiments, we have studied the
two main strategies: early fusion and late fusion. Their schemes are illustrated
respectively in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b).
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4 Experimental Results

As a first experimental validation and evaluation of our approach, we have chosen
5 semantic representative classes namely airplane (248 images), bicycle (243
images), bus (186 images), horse (287 images) and person (2008 images) from
the dataset of [1]. One versus all others multilayer perceptron was built for
each class with a 4 fold-cross-validation. The structure of these perceptrons is
composed of one hidden layer for all the tests, and the number of neurons in the
hidden layer varies according to the number of inputs, and has 3 values: 5, 15,
2 for single channel, early fusion and late fusion respectively. Finally, the degree
of polynomial for modeling the visual content of an image has been empirically
set to 8.

Our region-based features, namely RCM and RHS, along with the popular
SIFT features [23], were considered in our experiments. Early and late fusion
strategies are also studied by interpreting these three types of features as different
modalities. RCM and RHS are first merged by the strategies of Early Fusion
and Late Fusion, noted as EF(RCM+RHS) and LF(RCM+RHS), and SIFT
is combined afterwards, noted as EF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) and LF(RCM+RHS
+SIFT). Here, we also use one versus all others multilayer perceptron in the two

Table 1. Results of 5 classes for object categorization

Classification rate Plane Bicycle Bus Horse Person
SIFT 65,00% 55,21% 60,75% 65,49% 58,94%
RCM 72,69% 61,57% 67,90% 65,84% 62,77%
RHS 76,60% 61,98% 66,13% 62,59% 63,54%

EF(RCM+RHS) 80,34% 63,97% 70,75% 65,63% 65,17%
EF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) 81,47% 64,63% 69,30% 66,43% 65,50%

LF(RCM+RHS) 82,02% 70,95% 91,99% 79,65% 66,74%
LF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) 85,21% 72,73% 92,74% 81,54% 69,41%

Recall rate Plane Bicycle Bus Horse Person
SIFT 68,66% 57,90% 62,58% 71,57% 60,93%
RCM 73,45% 64,10% 68,06% 66,53% 67,27%
RHS 76,55% 68,32% 71,61% 67,09% 69,11%

EF(RCM+RHS) 80,17% 65,67% 70,86% 67,09% 68,42%
EF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) 81,43% 66,67% 70,54% 70,10% 68,57%

LF(RCM+RHS) 84,20% 73,86% 89,35% 79,48% 70,01%
LF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) 85,38% 74,86% 89,78% 83,89% 72,89%

Precision rate Plane Bicycle Bus Horse Person
SIFT 63,98% 54,90% 60,37% 63,76% 58,60%
RCM 72,35% 60,98% 67,85% 65,56% 61,72%
RHS 76,62% 60,60% 64,53% 61,49% 62,08%

EF(RCM+RHS) 80,44% 63,47% 70,71% 65,13% 64,24%
EF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) 81,50% 64,02% 68,84% 65,25% 64,61%

LF(RCM+RHS) 80,68% 69,77% 94,32% 79,71% 65,72%
LF(RCM+RHS+SIFT) 85,09% 71,77% 95,43% 80,08% 68,14%
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fusion strategies. The performance of our experiments was evaluated through
three classical rates, namely classification rate, recall rate and precision rate.
The detailed results are presented in Table 1.

In Table 1, experimented classifiers can be categorized into 3 classes: Single
Channel (SC) which means make use of only one kind of features, Early Fusion
(EF) and Late Fusion(LF). As we can see, our region-based features, RCM and
RHS, with an improvement of 5 points in average, perform better than SIFT
features. These results tend to show the effectiveness of our RCM and RHS
features using the polynomial modeling based image representation. Between
RCM and RHS, we find that RHS is slightly better after comparing all 3 rates
and RCM tends to favor negative side. Now focusing on EF and LF, we can
note that the best classification rates are obtained when the 3 channels are
merged using LF strategy which performs much better than SC and EF. The
classes of bus and horse, for instance, record a classification rate increase by
about 22 points and 15 points respectively compared to the second higher rate
obtained in EF. This result seems to suggest that the three different channels
carry complementary visual contents and their fusion helps to improve the final
classification accuracy. Another reason might be that EF may have more chances
to result in a conflict between different features which blur the boundary between
classes. It can also explain that why EF performs only slightly better than SC
and much worse than LF.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

We have proposed in this paper a novel approach for visual object categorization,
using polynomial modeling based image representation with new region based
features. Two different fusion strategies, early and late, have been considered to
merge information from different “channels” represented by the different types
of features. Results have shown that good performance can be achieved with our
approach and that our segment features carry information which is complemen-
tary to SIFT features, especially when merging feature channels according to a
late fusion strategy. Encouraged by these first experimental results, we are cur-
rently experimenting our approach on the whole database in [1]. Among other
perspectives under way, we are optimizing the quantification technique used for
the construction of feature histograms as well as the choice of the degree of
polynomial for modeling. Concerning features, we will evaluate richer represen-
tations of our region based features (e.g.: coocurrence matrix, ...) and also test
more channels such as region shape and texture.
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